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I. Executive Summary 
Pacific Power & Light Company (Pacific Power or Company), a division of PacifiCorp, submits 
this 2016 Smart grid report (Smart grid report or Report) to provide the Washington Utilities and 
Transportation Commission (Commission) an update on its grid modernization and smart grid 
initiatives and projects in compliance with WAC 480-100-505.  

In a coordinated effort to align corporate initiatives with industry terminology, the evolution of 
smart grid technology has necessitated the clarification of vocabulary to properly define existing 
and future projects and initiatives. Smart grid is the application of advanced communications and 
controls to the power system, from generation, through transmission and distribution, to the 
customer. As a result, a wide array of applications can be defined under the smart grid umbrella. 
This smart grid report focuses on technologies and processes that can be readily integrated in an 
affordable manner with the existing electrical grid infrastructure.  

Modernization of the grid is essential to effectively implement, or overlay, smart grid 
technologies. While “grid modernization” projects may or may not fall under the purview of the 
smart grid report, such projects or initiatives are considered essential to realizing a strong and 
robust smart grid. For this reason, Pacific Power continues to focus on effective key 
enhancements to form an affordable and proven foundation for existing and future smart grid 
projects. Pacific Power acknowledges that traditional infrastructure solutions can be the most 
affordable and beneficial solutions for Washington customers and will continue with a common 
sense approach in implementing smart grid technologies.    

2016 key efforts specific to the state of Washington include: 

• Developing transmission synchrophasor locations and modeling criteria 
• Central energy storage evaluation at Grandview substation 
• Implementation of a screening tool to analyze traditional versus DER solutions for 

system reinforcement issues 
• Implementation of distribution system analysis application 
• Initiation of distribution automation pilot project in Walla Walla 

The Company’s investments in grid modernization and smart grid technologies are divided into 
various sections within the report for advanced metering infrastructure, transmission, substation, 
and distribution networks. A summary of projects and their status is provided in Appendix A. The 
Company has completed, is monitoring, or is developing grid enhancement initiatives that 
include projects and initiatives undertaken in its six state service territory and the potential 
benefits or opportunities specific to each individual state and its customers: 
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• Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI): Network and metering infrastructure to 
improve customer service and provide a platform for future smart grid applications. AMI 
initiatives include: 

o AMI in Oregon – Implementation in Oregon of an automated two-way metering 
infrastructure for network data and information about power consumption for 
customers. Designed to deliver customer benefits addressing safe, affordable, 
reliable, and flexible service 

• Transmission Network Enhancements: Transmission system projects to improve grid 
reliability and monitoring. Transmission network enhancement initiatives include: 

o Dynamic Line Rating – Ongoing data analysis and assessment to increase the 
efficient use of existing transmission assets. 

o Transmission Synchrophasor (NERC Standard MOD-033) – Model validation 
evaluation for improved accuracy in system analysis resulting in improved system 
reliability.   

• Substation Enhancement Projects: Substation investments that increase flexibility of 
distributed energy resource integration. Substation enhancement initiatives include: 

o Centralized Energy Storage - Utilization of a DER template to screen the 
feasibility of DER solutions as alternatives to traditional solutions for system 
reinforcement issues. 

o Distribution Substation Metering - Introduction of a pilot program to enhance 
monitoring of substation loading and power quality at non-SCADA substations. 

• Distribution Automation and Reliability: Distribution automation investments in 
hardware and software that enable remote or automatic configuration of the distribution 
network. Distribution automation and reliability initiatives include: 

o Distribution Automation Feasibility Study – Development of criteria for targeted 
distribution automation, screening circuits with given developed criteria, and 
evaluating cost benefit.   

o Distribution Management – Offering a standard option of a Fuse Saving device 
and evaluating integration into SCADA management systems. 

o Outage Management – Bid event for recloser with bidirectional power flow in 
anticipation of higher penetration levels of DER. 

o Circuit Analysis Software – Implementation of a distribution system modeling 
application that will provide improved accuracy and higher functionality in 
distribution circuit analysis pertaining to DER interconnection and diverse load 
characteristics.  

• Demand-Side Management: Initiatives offered that allow development of direct load 
control and time-of-use programs. Demand-side management initiatives include: 

o Cool Keeper AC Direct Load Control – Implementation of a two-way 
communication network to better manage air conditioner loads. 
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o Irrigation Load Control – Pilot programs in Oregon and California to determine 
grower acceptance of load control programs and cost.  

o Time-Based Pricing –Increasing participation rates in irrigation time-of-use pilot 
in Oregon. 

• Distribution Network Enhancements: Distribution system investments in technologies 
that improve system efficiency and distributed energy resource programs. Distributed 
network enhancement initiatives include: 

o IEEE 1547 Standard – An update on the IEEE process to introduce guidelines for 
smart inverter implementation. 

Through its key grid modernization efforts in Washington, Pacific Power expects to provide 
tangible benefits to its customers. As examples, a quantifiable reduction in customer minutes lost 
is expected to be proven in the Walla Walla distribution automation pilot project. Future cost 
savings are expected due to improved accuracy in distribution system modeling allowing project 
deferrals and evaluating DER solutions as alternatives to traditional solutions. Also, the ongoing 
installation of bi-directional equipment as a standard in areas of anticipated high growth DER 
will avoid costly equipment replacements in the future.  

In addition to Pacific Power’s smart grid efforts, Pacific Power remains committed to the 
communities it serves, providing valuable contributions to economic development and improving 
the environment through operating efficiently, responsibly, and safely.  
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II. Smart Grid Strategies, Objectives, and Goals 
The purpose of the smart grid report is to define the philosophy and scope for Pacific Power to 
deliver, develop and define the strategies, objectives, and financial characteristics required for 
the future roadmap. Additionally, to build on previous reports, which validate and align the 
relative start dates for various components to give an understanding of the progress required to 
reach any smart grid deployment. However, progression of any effort must be driven by the 
fundamental economics laid out in a financial analysis to protect the customers’ best interests. 

A. Strategies 

Pacific Power considers the following strategies necessary to realizing a smart grid: 

• Ensure that smart grid investments provide service at reasonable and fair prices by 
comparing products and solutions in a financial model that highlights the most beneficial 
solution configurations. 

• Institute cost-effective standards and equipment specifications that enable 
implementation of smart grid-compatible devices, either through retrofitting where 
appropriate or through replacement due to equipment obsolescence or failure. 

• Provide customers with tools and understanding to change usage for their benefit. 
• Leverage broad resources at the Company’s disposal, including lessons learned regarding 

existing analysis and work from Berkshire Hathaway Energy, comprised of four investor-
owned utilities. 

• Research industry projects and work with organizations, such as the National Electric 
Energy Testing Research and Applications Center, to enhance the Company’s 
understanding of smart grid technologies.  

B. Goals 

By implementing the objectives mentioned above, the Company continues to achieve the 
following smart grid goals that align with WAC 480-100-505: 

• Enhance the reliability, safety, security, quality, and efficiency of the transmission and 
distribution network. 

• Enhance customer service and lower the cost of utility operation. 
• Enhance the ability to save energy and reduce peak demand. 
• Enhance the ability to develop renewable resources and distributed generation. 

The Company seeks to leverage smart grid technologies to optimize the electrical grid when 
and where it is economically feasible, operationally beneficial, and in the best interest of 
customers. This overall goal aligns with state commissions, whose goals include improving 
reliability, increasing energy efficiency, enhancing customer service, and integrating 
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renewable resources. These goals will be met by utilizing strategies that analyze the total cost 
of ownership, performing well-researched cost-benefit analyses, and focusing on customer 
outreach. 
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III. Projects Overview 
The Company has implemented a number of grid modernization and smart grid-related projects 
and programs. Section IV describes the individual projects, programs, and efforts in detail. These 
projects are displayed in Figure 1. These projects are chosen based on an analysis of their 
potential ability to cost-effectively improve service to customers. While these projects are 
located throughout the Company’s service territory, lessons learned through positive business 
case analyses will then be applied as potential additions to the Washington power system and its 
customers. These projects may also apply to any sector of the power system, which 
synergistically supports the smart grid concept as depicted in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 1 – PacifiCorp Grid Modernization Projects 
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Figure 2 – Select Smart Grid Components 

Many of the smart grid technologies are dependent upon preceding technology deployment for 
the full benefit. For example, the Oregon AMI network is an essential component of the field 
area network in Oregon that will enable future utilization of smart grid technologies by 
establishing a communication backbone. 
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IV. Status of Grid Modernization and Smart Grid Investments 

A. Advanced Metering Infrastructure and Customer Communications 

1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure Background 

Over 60 million smart meters have been deployed in the U.S. over the last ten years. Pacific 
Power’s decision in early 2016 to install two-way AMI in Oregon benefits from the lessons 
learned from earlier deployments, technology advancements and cost reductions.  

The Company has installed and operated 1.2 million Automated Meter Reading (AMR) meters in 
its Utah, Washington, and Wyoming service territories. The AMR installations have been 
successful in reducing meter reading costs, reducing meter energy losses, improving employee 
safety, and increasing the overall quality of service to customers.  

Pacific Power conducted research with other utilities to capture lessons learned from early 
adopters of AMI from a cost, benefit and risk mitigation standpoint (specifically, First Energy, 
Pacific Gas and Electric, NV Energy and Portland General Electric). In addition, a request for 
information (RFI) was conducted with major vendors and focused on evaluating advancements 
in technology and reviewing actual benefits obtained by other utilities. The RFI was followed by 
a formal request for proposals (RFP) that resulted in price reductions that, coupled with 
increasing O&M labor rates, resulted in a positive business case to implement AMI in Oregon. 
On April 8, 2016, the Company announced its intentions to install smart meter assets through a 
press release.  

The key components in the AMI network include smart meters, the communications network, 
and related software/IT systems. A representation of the AMI technology that will be 
implemented in Oregon is shown in Figure 3. 
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2. Oregon AMI Customer Communications and Programs 

A web-based customer portal that provides customers with usage and billing information will be 
introduced as a component of Pacific Power’s Oregon AMI project. The portal is anticipated to 
allow customers to monitor and manage energy consumption utilizing near real-time usage 
measurements. Additional communication materials will be disseminated throughout the project 
to educate customers about upcoming changes. 

B. Transmission Network and Operations Enhancements 

1. Dynamic Line Rating Background 

Dynamic line rating (DLR) systems utilize sensors to monitor the conditions that impact the real-
time temperature of a transmission line or lines, and use this measured data to calculate the real-
time thermal capability of the lines. Transmission lines are rated utilizing anticipated conductor 
temperatures, which are based on line loading and assumptions of worst-case ambient weather 
conditions for a given season (for example, the hottest anticipated summer day with the lowest 
anticipated wind speed). Since line loading is the primary driver of conductor heating, these 
ratings allow utilities to safely operate their systems through changing weather conditions. 
However, as worst-case loading conditions approach thermal limits, favorable ambient weather 
conditions may supply some margin for thermal capacity increase beyond the static rating, which 
is based on worst-case ambient weather conditions. Dynamic line rating systems allow utilities to 
utilize this available thermal capacity.  

Figure 3 – Representation of AMI technology to be deployed in Oregon.  
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PacifiCorp Transmission is also evaluating a related technology known as thermal replicating 
relays. These devices monitor the thermal properties of the line, and if these devices sense the 
conductor thermal limits are being exceeded, they send a trip signal to open the line. Under 
NERC standard PRC-023, transmission lines meeting a certain criteria are required to have 
thermal trip settings equal to 150 percent of their emergency winter rating. This setting 
requirement enables manual emergency remedial action during contingency outages to prevent 
cascading outages, but can put the line at risk for conductor damage. PRC-023 allows thermal 
replicating relaying to be installed as an exception to this practice where line tripping will not 
cause cascading outages, thus eliminating the risk of conductor damage and associated repair 
costs.  

Dynamic Line Rating Project Summary 

Two dynamic line rating (DLR) projects were implemented in 2014 and a third thermal 
replicating relay project will be evaluated in 2016.  

The first DLR project, the Minors-Platte line project, is complete and the rating of the line has 
been modified to reflect the correlation between wind generation in the area and the cooling 
effects of wind on the line. The second DLR project, the West-of-Populus project, is currently 
being monitored for effectiveness and application to real-time operations. 

The Company is investigating the third project, which is the use of thermal replicating relaying 
devices in the Soda Springs area of Idaho. The loss of two transmission lines in this area would 
overload a third line until remedial action is taken.  

Project Description and Analysis 

West-of-Populus DLR Project 

The West-of-Populus location is comprised of three 345 kV transmission lines west of the 
Populus substation in southeast Idaho with a combined length of 147 miles. In 2013, the West-of-
Populus location was identified as needing transmission expansion during the Company’s normal 
transmission planning process, and dynamic line rating was determined to be an applicable 
solution, e.g., the transmission was thermally constrained, and the time periods and capacities 
required were coincidental with that made available with dynamic line rating.  

The Company selected the CAT-1 line monitoring system offered by The Valley Group for the 
project. The CAT-1 system calculates real-time line ratings using line section tension readings 
from load cells installed on the lines. Measurement data is taken from multiple sensing locations 
throughout the lines and is then communicated via radio to a central master station. The 345 kV 
transmission system near Populus substation is shown in Figure 4, where the West-of-Populus 
DLR system was installed. 
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Figure 4 – Simplified Transmission System near Populus Substation 

The DLR installation on the 345 kV West-of-Populus path is producing data for PacifiCorp grid 
operations. Processing this data is ongoing and remains inconclusive because the actual line 
loading has not approached the thermal capacity of the line and no clear correlation between the 
dynamic line rating, conductor temperature and the loading levels is apparent. Appendix B 
demonstrates a fluctuating conductor temperature; however, the fluctuation is being influenced 
by the ambient nighttime and daytime temperatures more than the line loading, which is typically 
the primary driver of conductor temperature. Because low and fairly consistent loading levels are 
having very little effect on the temperature fluctuation of the line, there are periods of increasing 
load but decreasing or steady conductor temperatures. The dynamic line rating system is 
expecting conductor temperature to increase with line loading, and when the inverse occurs the 
system calculates irregular line ratings. Given these irregularities associated with the low loading 
levels experienced over the last year, it is difficult to draw a conclusion on the effectiveness of 
dynamic line rating for the West-of-Populus lines.  

Thermal Replicating Relay Evaluation 

Thermal replicating relays were investigated for installation in conjunction with a DLR system 
on the Grace-Soda-Threemile Knoll 138 kV line. The thermal replicating relays would monitor 
the current flow on the Grace-Soda-Threemile Knoll 138 kV line when the Grace-Threemile 
Knoll 138 kV line is out of service. The relays would trigger to open the circuit breaker at Soda 
substation and the associated Grace-Soda-Threemile Knoll 138 kV line if the line overloads to 
100 percent of its emergency rating calculated by a DLR system. Opening the line avoids a 
prolonged overload condition which would cause conductor damage and associated repair costs. 
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As both the Grace-Soda 138 kV and Soda-Threemile Knoll 138 kV lines are parts of the PRC-
023 list, the thermal relays combined with a DLR system was proposed instead of generic 
overload protection. The thermal replicating relays operating to trip the circuit breaker at Soda 
substation would sectionalize the Goshen-Soda 138 kV line and Soda-Threemile Knoll 138 kV 
line without tripping any generation or load. The cost of the thermal replicating relaying 
including the DLR system was approximately $1.4 million. 

As part of this evaluation, an alternative to thermal replicating relays, a Remedial Action Scheme 
(RAS) in the form of redundant relays could be installed to trip the circuit breaker at the Soda 
138 kV switch yard if the Soda-Threemile Knoll 138 kV line or Soda-Grace 138 kV line 
overloads to 100 percent of its emergency rating. The cost of the RAS alternative was 
determined to be $115,000. Due to the cost advantage for customers, the Company will move 
forward with the RAS solution.  

Future Actions and Timeline 

West-of-Populus DLR Project 

PacifiCorp Transmission will continue to monitor line loading on the West-of-Populus path. 
When line loading increases due to outage contingencies or high flow scenarios, PacifiCorp 
Transmission expects to see a better correlation between line temperature and line loading. 
Higher line loading will provide a better opportunity to draw conclusions on the effectiveness of 
the dynamic line rating. 

Dynamic Line Rating and Thermal Replicating Relays 

PacifiCorp Transmission will continue to look for transmission constraints and other 
opportunities where dynamic line rating and/or thermal replicating relays may be viable 
solutions. Possible locations for dynamic line rating applications include the major bulk 
transmission sources to load areas where planned and unplanned outages can place the system at 
risk for the next event. Examples for PacifiCorp Transmission in Washington include the Yakima 
load area and the transmission paths connecting to the Walla Walla area. As constraints are 
identified through ongoing transmission planning on PacifiCorp’s transmission system in 
Washington, and dynamic line rating is deemed a viable alternative solution, further evaluation 
will be provided in future smart grid reports. 

2. NERC Reliability Standard MOD-033 

The Steady-State and Dynamic System Model Validation standard, also called NERC Reliability 
Standard MOD-0331, is a new model validation standard proposed to establish consistent 

1 NERC. NERC: Project 2010-03 Modeling Data (MOD B) [Online]. Available:-
http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Pages/Project2010-03ModelingData(MOD-B).aspx 
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validation requirements to facilitate collecting accurate data and building planning models to 
analyze the reliability of the interconnected transmission system. 

Project Description 

Measurement data originating from PMUs will be necessary to satisfy the validation 
requirements expressed in MOD-033. The Company has determined locations throughout its 
service territory necessary for such data to be collected and is in the process of identifying 
existing equipment capabilities at selected locations. Locations determined throughout the 
Company’s service territory are based on criteria outlined in standard PRC-0022 and are 
provided in Appendix C. Additional locations may be requested to satisfy MOD-033 
requirements. Equipment deemed inadequate to provide required measurements may be 
upgraded on a site-by-site basis. 

Model validation procedures are also being evaluated, in conjunction with data and equipment 
availability, to fulfill MOD-033 requirements. Creation of a documented process to validate data 
that includes the comparison of a planning power flow model to actual system behavior and the 
comparison of the planning dynamic model to actual system response is ongoing. Appendix D 
illustrates the validation analysis utilizing sample data between two separate models and the 
actual PMU data.  

Future Actions and Timeline 

The Company is in its initial stages of gathering information, assessing feasibility for this 
project, and documenting the validation process to meet requirements. Sites under consideration 
in Washington include Merwin, Pomona Heights, Swift 1, Union Gap, Wallula and Yale. 
PacifiCorp Transmission is planning to meet necessary requirements set forth by MOD-033 
before the effective date of July 1, 2017. 

C. Substation Operations Enhancements 

Substation and distribution projects include centralized energy storage, communicating faulted 
circuit indicators, distribution automation, operational management systems, conservation 
voltage reduction, and integrated volt/VAr optimization.  

Centralized energy storage (CES) includes but is not limited to large, centralized storage 
resources, such as electrochemical batteries, pumped hydro, and electromechanical batteries (i.e., 
flywheels). One of the benefits of the smart grid is the ability to integrate renewable energy 
sources into an electricity delivery system. In contrast to dispatchable resources that are available 
on demand, such as most fossil fuel generation, some renewable energy resources have 

2 Standard PRC-002-NPCC-01 – Disturbance Monitoring. NERC Reliability Standards [Online]. Available: 
http://www.nerc.com/files/PRC-002-NPCC-01.pdf 
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intermittent generation output due to their fuel source of wind or photovoltaic solar. The 
generation output of these resources cannot be increased and has high opportunity costs when 
generation is decreased. Providing service to the electrical grid becomes progressively more 
challenging as the grid’s energy requirements are increasingly served from these intermittent 
resources. Two methods to fill this generation gap without the use of dispatchable resources are 
demand response (DR) programs and centralized and/or localized energy storage. 

1. Distributed Energy Resources Template Deployment 

Pacific Power has recognized the role that distributed energy resources (DER) may play in the 
deferral or offset of traditional poles and wires infrastructure investments. To that end, the 
Company commissioned an internal study investigating the potential use of DER to offset or 
defer a power transformer replacement project in Moab, Utah. One of the outcomes of the report 
was the recognition of a need for a tool for transmission and distribution planners to utilize in 
comparing alternative DERs solutions to traditional solutions.  

Project Summary 

Create a tool that can be used by transmission and distribution planners to screen system issues 
and quantify the feasibility and affordability of a DER alternative solution in comparison to 
traditional solutions.  

Project Description and Analysis 

A DER alternatives template was created in a Berkshire Hathaway Energy cross-platform 
initiative that, given a few input parameters common to traditional solution analysis and solar 
data, provides a feasibility assessment and cost comparison for solar, battery storage, and 
demand response solutions. The screening tool utilizes input parameters such as hourly facility 
load data, annual solar data obtained from National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) 
PVWatts Calculator3 and cost estimates for battery storage and demand response solutions.  

Costs in the alternatives template for solar installations are based on the results of recent RFPs at 
Rocky Mountain Power and NV Energy. Costs for battery storage are based on studies performed 
by an external contractor to inform the IRP process. A new study has been commissioned to 
refresh the battery storage costs and results are expected by the end of 2016. Once results are 
finalized, costs will be updated in the DER alternatives template.   

The template has been deployed to area transmission and distribution planners throughout the 
Company through a series of training sessions that began in February 2016 and ended in May 
2016. An example template is provided in Appendix E. 

3 NREL’s PVWatts Calculator. National Renewable Energy Laboratory [Online]. Available: http://pvwatts.nrel.gov/ 
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Future Actions and Timeline 

It is anticipated that for future budget cycles, proposed system reinforcements will include DER 
solutions as part of the analysis and their documentation proposals. Where feasible and the most 
affordable option, DER solutions will supplant traditional solutions for implementation. 

2. Wapato Circuit Analysis 

Project Description, and Analysis 

In 2016, the Wapato 5Y202 circuit near Yakima, Washington was identified as a potential 
candidate for installation of an energy storage device to rectify projected thermal overload issues.  

An analysis was performed utilizing the DER template to determine the feasibility and estimated 
cost of a DER solution. The analysis is provided in Appendix E. The feasible DER alternative to 
resolve the loading issue is the installation of an energy storage device with an estimated cost of 
$3.5 million. 

Future Actions and Timelines 

Further investigation into the loading issues on Wapato 5Y202 shows that the existing #2 copper 
can be replaced with 477 AAC to solve the loading issues through the five year planning horizon. 
Due to the low cost of a traditional solution, the DER alternative solution will not be 
implemented at this time. However, circuits in Washington will continue to be evaluated as 
potential candidates for energy storage. 

3. Distribution Substation Metering  

Substation monitoring and measurement of various electrical quantities is seen as a necessity due 
to growing levels of distributed energy resources. Enhanced monitoring helps to resolve the 
following challenges: 

• Limited visibility on loading levels, load shape, and event information required to 
develop thorough interconnection studies, determining safe switching procedures, and 
cost effective capital improvement plans. 

• Single-phase DER have the ability to exacerbate load imbalance on a distribution 
circuit, and increases the potential for unintended circuit breaker operations from 
elevated neutral currents. 

• The growing interaction of DER on distribution system equipment has potentially 
detrimental impacts on transient and steady-state voltage levels. Understanding the 
production levels of DER on a distribution circuit should allow for the accurate 
determination of effective grounding requirements and fault clearing control schemes. 
These systems, if not appropriately installed, can result in temporary overvoltages to 
customers or leave circuits improperly protected during fault conditions. 

• Potential harmonic issues from inverter-based DER can result in customer motor 
damage and interfere with high-frequency communications. 
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• The necessity for measurement of per-phase vector quantities to improve optimization 
opportunities for capital costs and system losses. 

Project Summary, Description, and Analysis 

Pacific Power plans to deploy an advanced substation metering pilot that includes installing 
advanced meters at distribution substations that have no existing communications. Remote 
communication paths will be installed with all meters. A data management and analytical tool 
will be purchased to automatically collect, analyze, interpret and report on available data. 

SCADA has been the preferable form of gathering load profile data from distribution circuits; 
however, SCADA systems can be expensive to install and additional equipment is required to 
provide the data needed to perform analysis on harmonics issues. The advanced metering pilot 
may prove to provide an affordable option for gathering requisite substation data.  

Project Description and Analysis 

• Purchase and install advanced substation meters at distribution substations with 
limited or no communications. 

• Ensure all substation meters installed as part of this program are enabled with remote 
communication capabilities. 

• Implement a data management system to automatically download, analyze and 
interpret data downloaded from all installed substation meters. 

• Develop a process to ensure all data collected is used to improve the interconnection 
study process in addition to improving long-term and short-term distribution and 
transmission planning studies. 

Future Actions 

Pacific Power has selected an advanced substation meter based on the requirements listed in 
Appendix F and is in the process of evaluating locations for the pilot program. The Wapato 
substation in Wapato, Washington and the Grandview substation in Grandview, Washington have 
been identified as potential candidates for the pilot due to the need for more granular loading 
data in these locations. A data management system is also under evaluation. It is anticipated the 
advanced meters will be installed, and the data management system will be gathering data by Q1 
2017. 

The cost to install an advanced substation meter is estimated to be $15,000 for this pilot with 
ongoing cellular data costs of $20 per month. Typical SCADA installations cost $100,000 or 
more depending on the site location and availability of nearby compatible communication 
networks. 

Based on the success of the pilot installation, additional meters will be installed as needed to 
address increasing DER penetration issues. 
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4. Washington Clean Energy Fund 2 

Pacific Power participated in Phase 1 of the Washington Clean Energy Fund 2 (CEF2) grant 
program,4 sponsored by Washington Department of Commerce, to apply for funding of a battery 
energy storage system (BESS). The proposed project involved the installation and integration of 
a 2 MW, 8 MWh energy storage system to be located at the Grandview substation in Grandview, 
Washington. The proposed battery storage technology was an advanced vanadium redox flow 
battery to be supplied by Uni-Energy Technologies (UET), headquartered in Mukilteo, 
Washington. The Phase 1 grant application submitted to Washington Department of Commerce is 
provided in Appendix G. 

The proposal supported Pacific Power’s commitment to exceptional customer service and good 
stewardship of the environment. The primary benefits to Pacific Power were initially anticipated 
to be: 

1) Grid modernization in furtherance of Washington State having a 21st century grid  
2) Deferral of the capital cost associated with a distribution system upgrade 
3) Testing of renewable wind resource firming 

On April 20, 2016, Pacific Power withdrew its submission for the 2016 Washington CEF2 grant 
program. It was determined that the potential benefits to our customers compared to the need for 
traditional network capacity increases in the Yakima area was not cost effective to favorably 
research and develop the technology at this time. Pacific Power has prioritized the system 
capacity requirements, ongoing equipment maintenance, and the corresponding reliability for the 
customers served from the Grandview substation. Based on the benefit valuation of the battery 
storage pilot compared to the traditional capacity increase, Pacific Power decided to postpone its 
plan to pursue a BESS through CEF2 during this biennium. 

The evaluation process utilized in the Washington grant proposal provided an excellent learning 
opportunity to analyze the use of battery storage in lieu of traditional infrastructure solutions. 
The lessons learned in this evaluation will be applied to other system issue analyses going 
forward. Pacific Power will continue to look for opportunities to apply for future grants and 
deploy cost-effective battery storage technology as an integral clean energy alternative. 

D. Distribution Automation and Reliability 

Distribution automation includes fault detection, isolation, and restoration (FDIR) and 
communicating faulted circuit indicators (CFCIs). FDIR utilizes strategically-placed, 
communication-enabled fault detection devices, distribution reclosers and motor-operated 
switches to automate restoration. These systems enable the energy company to remotely or 

4 Clean Energy Fund 2 (2015-2017 Biennium). State of Washington Department of Commerce [Online]. Available: 
http://www.commerce.wa.gov/Programs/Energy/Office/Pages/Clean-Energy-Funds-2.aspx 
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automatically reconfigure the distribution network in response to an outage. The devices 
communicate their status to a distribution management system (DMS), which determines the 
fault location and then sends out a signal to open or close fault isolation devices and switches to 
restore the maximum number of customers in areas outside the fault zone. CFCIs are used to 
assist in field locating the faulted component of the system and help shorten the time needed for 
restoration. 

1. Distribution Automation Pilot Project – Walla Walla 

A distribution automation pilot project for the downtown Walla Walla, Washington area has been 
initiated. The scope of the project is to install two new reclosers with distribution automation 
capability in a looped configuration on two 12.47 kV circuits and upgrade another recloser in the 
loop to enable distribution automation functionality. The project will also establish 
communications with the reclosers to supply data, open/close indication, and control to existing 
operations systems. A fault detection isolation and restoration (FDIR) scheme will be 
programmed and enabled once communications are established to provide a fully functional 
distribution automation system. Subsequent testing of the system and observation of any 
reliability improvement will help to inform future investment in distribution automation for other 
areas of Washington.  

Future Actions and Timeline 

The Walla Walla distribution automation pilot project will be built out in phases to allow for 
construction time and system integration. The phased approach will also allow operations 
personnel to become familiar with the new equipment and operating procedures. The first phase, 
planned for 2016, includes the installation of the two new reclosers. The second phase, planned 
for 2017, includes establishing communications with the reclosing devices to integrate data, 
open/close indication, and control into existing operations systems such as the outage 
management system. The final phase of the project, planned for 2018, is to program and enable 
the FDIR scheme to observe the distribution automation performance. 

2. Distribution Automation Feasibility Study 

Prior smart grid reports have analyzed a holistic approach to distribution automation deployment 
and associated cost-benefit analysis. A new study of Pacific Power’s distribution automation 
potential has been initiated in Oregon to focus on areas where distribution automation may have 
an improved cost-benefit result over the previous holistic approach. The study will be based upon 
cost and distribution system assumptions that will enhance reliability and yield benefits to 
customers. Preliminary analysis shows that urbanized areas have the greatest probability of a 
positive cost benefit because existing infrastructure may already be conducive to switching 
requirements. For that reason, the urbanized areas of Oregon, as well as downtown Walla Walla, 
Washington are the focus of the Company’s initial studies into the application of distribution 
automation.  
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Multiple steps were identified to achieve a preferred outcome of such a study: 

• Key criteria and requirements for selection of potential locations. 
• Necessary communication equipment and protocols at a site need to be identified. 
• Switch types and operators to be installed will need to be defined. 
• Potential candidates would be screened based on determined criteria. 
• Requirements for system integration into SCADA or DMS will be documented. 
• Cost-benefit evaluation of screened candidates will be performed. 

The key criteria and requirements for selection of potential DA locations have been determined, 
and are outlined as follows: 

• Circuits shall be looped to another circuit and the smallest conductor surrounding the 
open point between circuits shall be 4/0 AAC with increasing conductor size towards 
the substations. 

• Circuits shall have SCADA control and indication. 
• Circuits that were previously used for distribution automation pilots and could be re-

commissioned. 
• Circuits shall possess the ability to locate a minimum of three gang-operated 

switching devices, including at the open point. 
• Circuits containing critical loads, defined as critical public infrastructure, e.g., 

hospitals, water processing facilities, and public relief centers, shall be identified. 

Future Actions and Timeline 

The remaining steps identified to perform the study are ongoing. A cost benefit analysis will be 
completed as the study develops. Verification of equipment existing on-site and equipment to be 
installed at potential locations will require additional time and resources and be based on 
availability of field personnel.  

3. Communicating Faulted Circuit Indicators 

The new SCADA Monarch system was commissioned by PacifiCorp Transmission in April 
2016. This new energy management system will enable the integration of CFCI data to a 
centralized location, where a quantifiable reliability analysis can be performed. To date, there is 
insufficient reliability data from a manual collection process to perform the reliability savings 
analyses. 

Future Actions and Timeline 

Implementation of CFCI data is expected to occur in 2016 and outage event data is possible for 
analysis. In addition, an evaluation of the backhaul of fault detector data over the AMI 
communication network is ongoing.  
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4. Distribution Management 

As an example of DA functionality included in current scoping processes, Fuse Saving devices 
are currently being deployed as a standard device option. Fuse Saving devices have a lower 
pickup value than breakers and have the ability for peer-to-peer operation to determine system 
functionality. Although not considered “smart devices” because of their autonomous 
functionality, their specifications do include two-way communication capability. There are 
currently more than forty Fuse Saving devices installed. Their locations are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Fuse Saving Device Locations by District (Oregon and Washington) 

Districts Number Installed 
Astoria 11 

Klamath Falls 3 
Bend, Coos Bay, 

Medford, and Roseburg 
34 

Walla Walla 3 

Given the limited exposure, newly installed Fuse Saving devices have had two reliability events; 
therefore, a comprehensive qualitative analysis of their benefit is not available. However, based 
on an extremely limited dataset it appears that certain Fuse Saving devices have resulted in an 80 
percent reduction in momentary outages for all customers upstream of the device and an 80 
percent reduction in sustained interruptions for customers downstream. This is consistent with 
historic fault data showing that indicates only one of five fault events is permanent. More 
analysis is required to quantify the reliability impact for sustained interruptions upstream of the 
device. 

The cost of each installed Fuse Saving device is $4,000. The Company will be able to establish a 
more concrete quantitative benefit from the use of these devices with the collection of more data 
over the next year. 

Pacific Power launched an investigation to determine the feasibility and cost of establishing 
communications with Fuse Saving devices. The scope and cost of integration with the SCADA 
Monarch energy management system are also being investigated.  

Regulator Bid Event 

Stock item numbers were added to reflect reverse flow controls. Stock item numbers are now 
available for units with two potential transformers for use at locations where reverse power flow 
may exist due to a distributed energy resource. These items are not standard items for 
construction due to additional costs but are available for use where deemed necessary. For 
example, these special units would be used in areas with increasing levels of distributed energy 
resources and light load situations where reverse power flow is probable. 

Communication Protocols 
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The communication protocols for the control devices of reclosers and regulators were evaluated. 
The devices are DNP 3.0 ready. These controls will be evaluated with the AMI network to be 
deployed in Oregon. 

5. Outage Management 

Recloser Bid Event 

A bid event for recloser devices launched in April 2016, with a completion date scheduled for 
September 2016. The event included triple-single reclosers that have voltage sensors on the load 
side of the bushing used for deadline checking in areas with distributed energy resources and 
potential bidirectional power flow. The units also include sensors on the source-side bushing to 
allow the unit to function for loop feed, or reverse power flow conditions. In addition to these 
sensors, reclosers are being purchased communications ready and shall be compatible with an 
available communication network. These functionalities will be a key element in future 
conversions to distribution automation schemes. The Company is installing four reclosers per 
year on average over the past five years, based on the previous five years, in Washington. 

6. Circuit Analysis Software (CYME) 

Pacific Power is transitioning to a newer, more powerful distribution system analysis application 
called CYME. The application will allow better customer load modeling and time series analysis, 
and will help ensure future planning efforts and project definitions are as accurate as possible.  

Project Description 

Pacific Power began its transition from ABB FeederAll to CYME at the end of 2015. Pacific 
Power began utilizing FeederAll to model its distribution system in the 1990’s. Users within 
Pacific Power continue to gain a greater understanding in the basic and advanced functions 
available in this new software. Pacific Power anticipates that system planning results will 
become more accurate with the software’s advanced capabilities. 

Since a distribution system’s response to a change in volt/VAr control schemes is complex, the 
conclusions drawn from a power flow model are only as valid as the inputs provided to the 
model. CYME and its GIS Gateway permit the inclusion of several details that were not part of 
the former ABB FeederAll model, and these advancements will allow Pacific Power to obtain a 
more accurate view of the system’s behavior in differing scenarios. Specifically, more than 20 
different customer types are derived from source data, and each type definition contains voltage 
response characteristics, utilization and coincidence factors, and demand profiles over time. For 
example, an irrigation customer with time-of-use metering can be differentiated in the model 
from a commercial customer with on-site generation. Refinement of these definitions to improve 
modelling results is ongoing. 
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Additional functionality within CYME permits devices, such as regulators and capacitors, to be 
modeled with operational time delay. This functionality, which was not available in ABB 
FeederAll, allows a power flow analysis with a time profile to illustrate the state of the system 
between device operations. In CYME, customer generation modeling is also much more robust, 
so that the influence on one network from generators on a different network can be identified, 
along with their interaction with line devices over time. For example, the model is capable of 
identifying the locations of lowest voltage when the output of a chosen subset of solar generation 
falls by 50 percent over the time required for the regulating device to respond to the increase in 
load. 

The additional functionality provided by CYME allows users to evaluate many complex 
scenarios, and furthers engineers’ ability to respond efficiently and effectively to proposed 
system changes while maintaining reliability and safe operation of the system. 

Future Actions and Timeline 

Several minor improvements remain to be implemented in the Gateway product, which generate 
the CYME model from Pacific Power’s GIS source system. These improvements are anticipated 
to be completed in late 2016. ABB FeederAll will be phased out and all subsequent planning 
studies will be completed in CYME. 

E. Demand Response 

The Company offers two types of demand response programs to customers: direct load control 
and time-of-use rates. Direct load control programs include Cool Keeper air conditioner (AC) 
load control and irrigation load control, which are categorized as Class 1 demand-side 
management under Pacific Power’s integrated resource plan. Time-of-use programs offered to 
specific customer classes are classified as Class 3 demand side-management.  

1. 2015 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) Update 

Pacific Power’s least-cost, least-risk preferred portfolio remains composed of Class 2 demand-
side management resources (energy efficiency) and front office transactions. These are 
representative of short-term firm forward market purchases through the front nine years of the 
IRP 20-year planning horizon. Pacific Power’s 2015 integrated resource plan update (IRP 
Update) modeling results did not select new Washington direct load control demand response 
until 2027 in the preferred portfolio.5 This indicates that Washington direct load control demand 
response is not a least-cost resource until 2027 or later.  

5 PacifiCorp, 2015 Integrated Resource Plan Update I [Online]. Page 50. Available:  
http://www.pacificorp.com/content/dam/pacificorp/doc/Energy_Sources/Integrated_Resource_Plan/2015%20IRP%2
0Update/2015%20IRP%20Update_20160426.pdf 
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Pacific Power’s 2015 IRP Update preferred portfolio does not include simple cycle combustion 
turbine plants until 2028 of the planning horizon. This planning date differs from the 2015 IRP 
that indicated 2022 as a potential date for simple cycle combustion turbine plants. 

With further load reductions forecast in the 2015 IRP Update, as compared to the 2015 IRP, 
Class 1 demand-side management resources are not required in the 2015 IRP Update preferred 
portfolio until 2025 for Rocky Mountain Power and 2027 for Pacific Power.  

2. Cool Keeper AC Direct Load Control 

Project Summary 

Rocky Mountain Power has an existing direct load control demand response program in Utah 
known as Cool Keeper. Residential and small commercial customers can participate in the 
program allowing Pacific Power Energy Supply Management to manage air conditioning (AC) 
loads. 

Project Description and Analysis 

Pacific Power Energy Supply Management continues to utilize the Cool Keeper program in an 
effort to manage summer peaks in the Wasatch Front area. Customers are provided an annual 
credit on their bills for their participation. The Cool Keeper program directly controls customers’ 
AC units with a radio-enabled device that cycles the compressors on and off. Based on the 
current number of Cool Keeper participants and load calculations, the capacity of the 
controllable load is approximately 115 MW during peak times. 

The communication network for the Cool Keeper devices was upgraded in 2014 to allow two-
way functionality. The upgrade performed on the network increased bandwidth and allowed for 
direct monitoring of the Cool Keeper devices.  

The upgrade improved the overall efficiency of the system through enhanced situational 
awareness of real-time operations and data analysis. Prior to the upgrade, the system was not 
capable of providing real-time information from the devices and the number of units providing 
data for analysis was limited to a small number of fixed devices.  

After the upgrade, the system can provide operators with an accurate view of real time DR 
resource availability through the following mechanisms: 

• Daily Resource Analysis – The system sends a daily message to test connectivity of 
all enrolled devices and collects data from these devices to measure system 
availability. This allows the operator to be informed of how many devices are 
available to respond to a DR event. 

• Hourly Forecasting – The system uses local weather information, such as 
temperature and humidity, to estimate the anticipated KW savings from the Cool 
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Keeper resources. This forecast is sent to the PacifiCorp Unit Commitment 
application for use in the reserves allocation calculation. 

The system is now capable of advanced data analysis by collecting information from every 
enrolled Cool Keeper device, which allows the operators to perform a Measurement and 
Verification (M&V) analysis. An M&V analysis consists of the following: 

• Event Validation – Interval runtime data is collected from all of the devices in the 
network. Data is analyzed to determine the amount of reduction each device delivered 
following a DR event. The information allows the Company to target site inspections 
on any non-performing participants to increase participants during the next event.  

• Customer Segmentation – Collected interval data allows the Company to segment 
the Cool Keeper participants into groups: Single Family, Multi-Family, and Small 
Commercial. Analysis has shown that each group has a different load shape and usage 
pattern. By applying different load shapes and usage patterns based on these groups, 
the Company is able to provide a more accurate overall forecast. 

• Ad-Hoc Analysis – Reports can also be run for specific use-cases on interval data. 
For example, the number of Cool Keeper participants who activate their AC units 
only when they are in need of cooling were identified. The majority of customers 
leave AC units operational all day, which allows for their unit to participate during 
events. The contribution of this subgroup of intermittent participants was determined 
to analyze their overall performance in the program. 

Future Actions and Timeline 

Pacific Power Energy Supply Management will continue to leverage Cool Keeper for load 
management during summer peaking events along the Wasatch Front.  

3. Irrigation Load Control 

Project Summary 

The Company has offered an irrigation load control program in various configurations for several 
years. These programs have been designed to reduce load by allowing the Company to control 
participants’ irrigation loads during periods of peak demand.  

Project Description 

In 2013, the Company selected EnerNOC to manage a ten-year irrigation load control program 
through a pay-for-performance agreement. EnerNOC’s responsibilities include enrollment, 
equipment installation, dispatch management, performance calculations, and customer service. 
Under this program the Company only pays for capacity available during program hours, as 
measured by EnerNOC’s energy monitoring technology and adjusted through a performance 
factor to account for those sites that opt out of participation during specific dispatch events.  

In Utah and Idaho, the irrigation load control program is currently available to customer sites on 
Tariff Schedule 10. Participating sites are compensated for shutting off irrigation load for specific 
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time periods determined by Rocky Mountain Power, and are provided day-ahead notice of 
dispatch events. Customers have the opportunity to opt out of dispatch events as necessary for 
their operations. Customer incentives are based on a site’s average available load during load 
control program hours adjusted for the number of opt-outs or non-participation.  

The 2015 Rocky Mountain Power Irrigation Load Control Program dispatched seven events for a 
total of 52 hours from June 1, 2015, through August 21, 2015. In Idaho, the load control events 
for 2015 ranged from 123 MW to 151 MW as recorded by SCADA/EMS. The median curtailed 
load dispatch was 141 MW. 

Pacific Power’s Oregon Pilot Load Control Program (targeting 3MW) for the 2016-2020 
irrigation seasons was filed on March 4, 2016, in Advice 16-046 and was approved on May 3, 
2016, with an effective date of May 4, 2016. The filing requested authorization to implement a 
pilot irrigation load control program for irrigation customers near the Oregon and California 
border, specifically in the area comprising the Klamath Basin. The objective of the pilot program 
is to test the design characteristics of the Company’s existing irrigation load control program 
offered in Utah and Idaho for applicability to agricultural pumping operations in Pacific Power’s 
Oregon service areas. Pacific Power intends to test for grower acceptance, barriers to 
participation, and cost to deliver within the Klamath Basin area. 

Future Actions and Timeline 

The Public Utility Commission of Oregon (OPUC) approval incorporated several staff 
recommendations to help inform a common and consistent demand response proposal 
framework. A summary of the recommendations is as follows: 

• After the third irrigation season in 2018, Pacific Power will provide a 
recommendation to expand the program to all of its agricultural customers for the 
next irrigation season or explain in detail why the pilot program appears to be 
unsuccessful and what additional information would be obtained in the remaining 
years of the pilot that would justify its continuance. 

• Use the California Public Utilities Commission Distributed Energy Resource Avoided 
Cost Framework as a guide when conducting the post-season assessment of benefits 
and costs of the Irrigation Load Control Pilot.   

Pacific Power will work with OPUC staff on the development of the filing framework for a 
demand response program proposal. 

Pacific Power’s Oregon demand response activities for the remainder of 2016 will consist of 
participant selection and enrollment, equipment installation, triggering management, and post 
season reporting.  

6 PacifiCorp Schedule 105, Docket No. ADV 242. Oregon Public Utility Commission [Online]. Available: 
http://apps.puc.state.or.us/edockets/docket.asp?DocketID=20031 
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Utilizing the same design as the approved Oregon program, Pacific Power expects to file a 
2 MW irrigation load control pilot program for California customers in 2016 and, if approved, 
commence initial program roll-out for the 2017 irrigation season. It is expected the results and 
lessons learned from the pilot program will be utilized in meeting the Washington irrigation 
DSM resource need forecasted for 2027 in the 2015 IRP update.     

4. Time-Based Pricing 

Project Summary 

The Company has existing time-of-use rates for various customer classes within each of its six 
states. 

Project Description 

Time-based pricing can encourage customers to change energy usage patterns. The most 
common price signals in the industry today are time-of-use, critical peak pricing and critical peak 
rebate programs.7 A combination of time-of-use and critical peak pricing, or time-of-use and 
critical peak rebate pricing programs, are the most prevalent. If designed and implemented 
appropriately, these rate structures can present opportunities for creating reductions in energy 
usage during critical periods when system peaks are present. 

Currently, the Company utilizes time-of-use programs where the price for broad blocks of hours 
is predetermined and constant. However, the Oregon AMI system will be installed with 
consideration that near real-time programs, such as critical peak pricing, may be pursued in the 
future. The Oregon AMI system will seamlessly handle existing time-of-use programs. 

In Oregon, a two year time-of-use pilot program for irrigation customers was placed in-service 
beginning with the 2014 irrigation season. The program implemented on-peak energy surcharges 
and off-peak energy credits. A report on the pilot was filed with the OPUC in December 2014. 
An additional report was filed with the OPUC in December 2015.8  

The 2014 Pacific Power time-of-use irrigation pilot was implemented to assess the interest, 
willingness, and ability of Oregon irrigation customers to shift their energy usage away from 
designated on-peak periods. Although the potential savings for the customer through shifting 
usage was significant, customer participation was below the necessary threshold for conducting a 
successful pilot. In 2015, Pacific Power solicited input from irrigators to improve participation in 
the pilot. Surveys and in-person meetings were conducted to better understand the needs of 
irrigators in the area. Interest in the pilot and its potential for savings were highest in the Klamath 

7 U.S. Department of Energy. Time-Based Rate Programs [Online]. Available: 
http://www.smartgrid.gov/recovery_act/deployment_status/time_based_rate_programs  
8 PacifiCorp Irrigation Time of Use Schedule 215, Docket No. RE 153. Oregon Public Utility Commission [Online]. 
Available: http://apps.puc.state.or.us/edockets/docket.asp?DocketID=19304 
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Falls area. Based on feedback provided from those meetings, Pacific Power modified its pilot for 
2015 to include a greater on-peak to off-peak rate ratio for increased potential savings and 
concentrated the location of potential participants to the Klamath Falls area.   

In 2015, Pacific Power sent materials regarding the pilot and enrollment information to all 
irrigation customers in the Klamath Basin area to encourage customer participation. Invitations 
to participate in an irrigation workshop were also sent to Klamath Basin irrigators in Oregon and 
California. The workshop was attended by more than 200 participants. 

The irrigation workshop was sponsored by Pacific Power, Energy Trust of Oregon, irrigation 
districts, and water user associations in the area with the intent to inform customers about energy 
and saving programs available to irrigators. Pacific Power gave a presentation at the workshop to 
describe the time-of-use pilot along with potential benefits to participants and customers were 
able to ask questions. Customer service and billing personnel were available at the workshop to 
discuss the pilot further and to enroll customers for the pilot. The majority of customers enrolled 
in the pilot attended the workshop. Interest in the pilot increased significantly in 2015 and the 
participation cap was expanded to include all of the approximately 95 meters that signed up in 
2015. 

In February 2016, Pacific Power filed Advice No. 16-039 describing the results of a post-season 
survey of pilot participants along with a request to extend and expand the pilot for two additional 
years. The single year of data obtained in 2015 was unlikely to be representative of typical usage 
data for the area because it was a low water year. Pacific Power proposed no changes to the time-
of-use periods or on-peak and off-peak rate adders but proposed to open the pilot up to 75 new 
participants in the Klamath Basin area. At OPUC staff’s request, the number of new participants 
was lowered to 25. On April 21, 2016, the proposed filing was approved by the OPUC with 
additional reporting requirements due after the end of the 2016 irrigation season, including an 
estimate of the capacity reduction related to the pilot and an estimate of potential cost savings, 
both near-term and long-term. 

Lessons Learned from the Irrigation Time-of-Use Pilot 

Pacific Power learned from its time-of-use pilot that it was able to increase participation in the 
irrigation Time-of-Use program through three methods: 

• Increasing the potential for customer bill savings. 

o In 2015, the Company increased the ratio between on- and off-peak rates under 
the pilot to five-to-one. With this ratio a customer shifting 100 percent of their 
energy usage to off-peak could achieve a 33 percent savings on of their summer 

9 PacifiCorp Schedule 215 – Time-of-Use Pilot Supply Service. Docket No. ADV 224. Oregon Public Utility 
Commission [Online]. Available: http://apps.puc.state.or.us/edockets/docket.asp?DocketID=19999 
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bills. This significant percentage likely encouraged more irrigators to participate 
because the potential for savings was great enough to offset the cost of operational 
efforts and/or equipment changes that would allow them to shift energy usage. 

• Concentrating the pilot in a location where customers were more acutely aware of the 
cost of electricity.  

o Many customers in the Klamath Basin were served under extremely low rate 
energy contracts through 2006. These irrigators experienced significant rate 
increases as they transitioned over seven years from the contract rates of less than 
one-cent per kilowatt-hour to the standard irrigation rates. The electric bill 
became a much more significant cost to the business for these irrigators and 
therefore they were receptive to the opportunity to achieve bill savings. 

• Conducting in-person outreach with the opportunity for potential participants to ask 
questions.  

o Pacific Power held a workshop in the Klamath Basin area to present energy and 
cost saving programs available to irrigation customers. Customers were able to 
ask questions about the time-of-use pilot in person to customer service and billing 
personnel at the meeting. Communications regarding the pilot were sent to all 
customers eligible to participate and were also available at the workshop. 
Approximately 95 customers signed up for the pilot in 2015, the majority of 
which signed up at the workshop. 

Regarding residential time-based pricing, as of December 31, 2015, there were 1,130 Oregon 
residential customers participating in the residential time-of-use pricing. The Company 
communicates residential time-of-use information on its website (www.pacificpower.net/tou) 
which contains links to frequently asked questions, and on-peak and off-peak hours and pricing 
charts. Customers have the ability to enroll in the program online and by phone. Additionally, 
Pacific Power includes time-of-use program information in customer bills at least twice a year.  

Table 2 is an updated summary of Pacific Power’s price schedules by state and shows current 
levels of participation in mandatory and voluntary programs. 

The Company’s Idaho Schedule 36 Optional Time of Day has a higher participation rate than 
optional residential time of use tariffs in Oregon and Utah because its structure generally 
provides a greater benefit for customers, especially higher usage customers. Along with a higher 
basic charge, Schedule 36 customers are not subject to tier block pricing used for standard 
residential customers on Schedule 1.10 

10 Idaho Regulatory Information. Rocky Mountain Power [Online]. Available: 
https://www.rockymountainpower.net/about/rar/iri.html. 
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In contrast, Oregon optional residential time-of-use rates are based upon applying credits and 
surcharges to the standard rates for those customers. As a result, time-of-use customers on 
portfolio Schedule 210 have a higher effective rate during on-peak times compared to standard 
Oregon residential customers on Schedule 4.11 

In Washington, large general service customers whose electric service load exceeds 999 kW are 
automatically enrolled in a metered time of use schedule.   

11 Oregon Regulatory Information. Pacific Power [Online]. Available: 
https://www.pacificpower.net/about/rr/ori.html 
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Table 2 – Time-Based Rate Schedule Participation by State 

Description State Schedule Participating 
Customers 
(Dec. 31, 

2014) 

Eligible 
Customers 

Participating 
Eligible 

Customers 

Voluntary or 
Mandatory 

Residential 
Time-of-Use 
Pricing 

Idaho 36  12,770   60,556  21.09% Voluntary 
Oregon 4/210  1,130   487,060  0.23% Voluntary 

Utah 2  424   755,425  0.06% Voluntary 
General 
Service 
 
(Business 
Sector and 
Irrigation) 
 
Time-of-Use 
Pricing, 
Either 
Energy or 
Demand 

California AT48  19   19  100% Mandatory 
Idaho 35/35A  3   10,544  0.03% Voluntary 

Oregon 23/210  263   77,345  0.34% Voluntary 
Oregon 41/210  60   5,509  1.09% Voluntary 
Oregon 41/215  90   100  90% Voluntary 

(Pilot) 
Oregon 47  7   7  100% Mandatory 
Oregon 48  196   196  100% Mandatory 

Utah 6A/6B  2,455   100,517  2.44% Voluntary 
Utah 8  244   244  100% Mandatory 
Utah 9/9A  164   164  100% Mandatory 
Utah 10  240   3,127  7.68% Voluntary 
Utah 31  7   7  100% Mandatory 

Washington 47T  1   1  100% Mandatory 
Washington 48T  66   66  100% Mandatory 
Wyoming 33  10   10  100% Mandatory 
Wyoming 46  83   83  100% Mandatory 
Wyoming 48T  29   29  100% Mandatory 
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F. Distributed and Renewable Resource Enhancements 

1. Distributed and Renewable Resources 

Pacific Power monitors customer generation and net metering customers throughout its service 
territory in an effort to ensure participation figures and generation capacities correspond with 
projected trends. Pacific Power has seen an increase in net metering customers across all of its 
service territory for the 2016 calendar year compared to previous years. A monthly report for 
July 2016 that indicates net metering and customer generation is provided in Appendix H. 

2. Interconnection Standards and Smart Inverters 

Inverters with advanced functionalities, referred to as smart inverters, allow for conversion of 
DC to AC for grid connectivity, as well as providing advanced capabilities to support the 
stability, reliability, and efficiency of the electric grid. Such capabilities are imperative with 
penetration levels of inverter-based DER projected to increase through 204012 and necessitate 
standards be identified and followed to ensure a unified system.  

Pacific Power’s interconnection standards and policies are based on the following standards, as 
well as other national, state, and local jurisdictional guidelines: 

• IEEE 1547 – Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power 
Systems13 

• UL 1741 – Standard for Inverters, Converters, Controllers and Interconnection 
System Equipment for Use with Distributed Energy Resources14  

Background of IEEE 1547 

The IEEE 1547 (2003) Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power 
Systems is a family of standards that serve as the interconnection standards for DER and address 
the technical and test requirements for systems less than 10 MW. The IEEE 1547 standard was 
published in 2003 and focuses on the technical specifications for, and testing of, the 
interconnection. The requirements are universally needed for interconnection of distributed 
energy resources, including synchronous machines, induction machines, and power 
inverters/converters, and will be sufficient for most installations. 

12 U.S. Energy Information Administration (2015). Annual Energy Outlook [Online]. Table A16 p A-31. Available: 
https://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/tbla16.pdf 
13 IEEE 1547 Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems. IEEE [Online]. 
Available: http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/scc21/1547/1547_index.html 
14 UL 1741 Standard for Inverters, Converters, Controllers and Interconnection System Equipment for Use With 
Distributed Energy Resources. Underwriters Laboratories [Online]. Available: 
http://ulstandards.ul.com/standard/?id=1741_2 
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The IEEE 1547 interconnection suite contains requirements pertinent to interconnection, control, 
operation, intentional islanding, and conducting impact studies of DER with electric power 
systems. IEEE 1547 is comprised of the following standards: 

• IEEE 1547 (2003 and 2014 Amendment 1) – Standard for Interconnecting 
Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems 

o IEEE 1547.1 (2005 and 2015 Amendment 1) – Standard for Conformance Tests 
Procedures for Equipment Interconnecting Distributed Energy Resources with 
Electric Power Systems and Associated Interfaces 

o IEEE 1547.2 (2008) – Application Guide for IEEE 1547 Standard for 
Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems 

o IEEE 1547.3 (2007) – Guide for Monitoring Information Exchange, and Control 
of Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems 

o IEEE 1547.4 (2011) – Guide for Design, Operation, and Integration of 
Distributed Resources Island Systems with Electric Power Systems 

o IEEE 1547.6 (2011) – Recommended Practice for Interconnecting Distributed 
Resources with Electric Power Systems Distribution Secondary Networks 

o IEEE 1547.7 (2013) – Guide to Conducting Distribution Impact Studies for 
Distributed Resource Interconnection 

o IEEE P1547.8 – Draft Recommended Practice for Establishing Methods and 
Procedures that Provide Supplemental Support for Implementation Strategies for 
Expanded use of IEEE 1547-2003 

Amendment to IEEE 1547 

In mid-2013, members of the IEEE 1547 standards community initiated a “fast-track” 
amendment to IEEE 1547, labeled IEEE 1547a. Published by the standards organization in May 
2014, IEEE 1547a is a “permissive” update to the existing IEEE 1547 whose main purpose is to 
permit some functionalities not currently allowed in IEEE 1547. The amendment has initiated a 
full revision of IEEE 1547 in consideration of evolving use-cases of modern inverter-based 
distributed energy resource systems. 

Company Participation 

Pacific Power is an active member of the IEEE 1547 working group and continues to support the 
standards’ revision process. Currently, the working group is in the process of drafting a complete 
revision of the standard that will allow distributed energy resources to have a more significant 
contribution to the local energy company’s electric power system. The fully revised standard will 
be technology agnostic with the requirements focusing on functionality. Prescriptive updates to 
the standard, such as to how to implement a solution to satisfy the requirement, will be omitted. 
The working group is also investigating processes to adopt prudent smart inverter functionalities 
as standard features to enable higher penetrations of distributed generation.  
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Traditionally, energy grids were not designed to accommodate active generation and storage at 
the distribution level. IEEE 1547 is being updated due to an increase of DER penetration to 
reflect corresponding increase in technology and use-cases of DER integration. 

In addition to modifications throughout the standard, three sections of IEEE 1547 are undergoing 
significant changes: 

• Clause 4.1.1 – Voltage Regulation 
• Clause 4.2.3 – Voltage Response to Area Abnormal Voltage Conditions 
• Clause 4.2.4 – Frequency Response to Area Abnormal Voltage Conditions 

The main intent of these changes is to clearly define and understand the challenges of integrating 
smart inverters into the suite of interconnection standards. The changes are anticipated to address 
general technical specifications, performance categories, and default equipment settings. The 
final draft of IEEE 1547 is expected to be balloted in Q4 2016, published in Q2 2017, and 
approved in 2018. 

Since UL 1741 will not be testing the amended interconnection standard, any revisions made to 
IEEE 1547.1 must be modified to identify the test procedures to ensure conformance with the 
requirements listed in the full revision. The standards committee of IEEE is working 
expeditiously towards revising IEEE 1547.1, which will provide testing requirements for the new 
IEEE 1547 standard. Coordination between the UL 1741 testing and certification requirements 
and the new IEEE 1547.1 testing requirements is currently in process.  

IEEE 1547 was established as the national standard for the interconnection of distributed energy 
resources by the Energy Policy Act of 2005. Individual states have the ability to enforce such 
industry standards. WAC 480-108-020 specifies technical requirements for Tier 1, Tier 2, and 
Tier 3 interconnections, where each tier is defined by nameplate capacity. A technical 
requirement for Tier 2 and Tier 3 interconnections is for the generating facility to comply with 
the IEEE 1547 standard. For this reason, the Company will continue to adhere to IEEE 1547 as 
currently written along with any future revision of the standard. 

Future Actions 

Pacific Power will await a revised IEEE 1547 standard to update internal interconnection 
standards and policies due to the existing effort to revise IEEE 1547, which is anticipated to 
encapsulate requirements found in IEEE 1547a. Pacific Power intends to implement the 
advanced inverter functionality recommendations to be defined in the IEEE 1547 standard. Until 
publishing of the new standard occurs, it is Pacific Power’s practice to require advanced inverter 
functionalities under circumstances where distribution system constraints warrant their use. For 
instance, a distribution circuit with voltage regulation issues may require additional VAR support 
from a distributed energy resource interconnection to accommodate the interconnection. 
Advanced inverter functionalities can provide the additional VAR support. 
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3. Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Infrastructure   

Pacific Power continues to experience slower-than-anticipated growth of EVs in its service 
territory. Based on projected growth, large-scale deployment of EVs is expected to have limited 
impact to the Company’s distribution network. 

Pacific Power continues to engage with its stakeholders to facilitate public charging 
infrastructure development and opportunities and is participating in the Commission staff 
investigation in Docket UE-160799.  

In Oregon, Senate Bill 1547,15 known as the Clean Electricity and Coal Transition Act, reaffirms 
the state’s commitment to transportation electrification. The bill encourages developing programs 
and infrastructure necessary for increased usage of electricity to provide power to all or part of a 
vehicle for energy efficiency and carbon reduction purposes.  

In California, the Company provided letters of support to applicants seeking funding from the 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) for the purpose of establishing EV charging 
infrastructure. If successful, the additional EV infrastructure investments would further efforts to 
complete the West Coast Green Highway. Funding from CPUC would also support programs and 
planning efforts related to the implementation of EV infrastructure. 

In Washington, RCW 80.28.36016 authorizes the Utilities and Transportation Commission to 
allow an incentive rate of return on electric utility investment in electric vehicle supply 
equipment that is deployed for the benefit of ratepayers. On June 24, 2016, the Commission 
issued a Notice of Inquiry into Issuing a Policy-Interpretive Statement Describing Commission 
Policy Related to Utility Investment in Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment. The Company 
submitted comments in response to the questions posed by the Commission and will continue to 
monitor developments in this docket and form its Washington electric vehicle strategy 
accordingly. 

In Utah, Senate Bill 115,17 known as the Sustainable Transportation and Energy Plan Act 
(STEP), is an effort to reduce emissions from fossil-fuel power plants, explore new methods to 
utilize battery storage and solar systems, and expand EV charging stations. Some primary goals 
of STEP include: 

• Reduced emissions through increased EV usage in the Utah market. 
• Continued investments in energy efficiency measures that deliver energy savings. 

15 Oregon Senate Bill 1547. Oregon State Legislature [Online]. Available: 
https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2016R1/Measures/Overview/SB1547 
16 Effected by Washington Laws 2015, c 220 § 2 (June 24, 2015). 
17 Utah Senate Bill 1547. Utah State Legislature [Online]. Available: 
http://le.utah.gov/~2016/bills/static/SB0115.html 
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• Maintain stable and low electricity prices for Utah customers through a proactive 
approach. 

• Increased cognizance of customer charging patterns in relation to coincident system 
peaks for operational considerations within the distribution network 

Future Actions 

The Company is researching the feasibility of transportation electrification programs throughout 
its service territories. 
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V. Roadmap to Grid Modernization  
Development of an objective roadmap must consider the economic value of individual 
components, technology maturity and interdependencies. Although funding levels will vary, the 
Company’s 10-year capital plan provides for investment for the current roadmap. In addition, 
funding is planned for smart grid technologies expected to be leveraged by the implementation of 
AMI, such as data analytics, outage management, and distribution automation. 

A roadmap of Pacific Power’s current and anticipated grid modernization investments is shown 
in Figure 5. The distribution automation pilot project in Walla Walla will begin with recloser 
installation in 2016, followed by communications and system integration in 2017, and FDIR 
enabled in 2018. Oregon AMI network build-out and meter deployment begins in Q2 2016 with 
expected completion in 2019. CYME circuit analysis software implementation will be complete 
by Q4 2016. NERC MOD-33 requirements will be met by enforcement date of May 2017. A 
transportation electrification initiative will be proposed to satisfy Oregon Senate Bill 1547 by the 
end of 2016. Oregon irrigation load control programs will continue through 2020. Participation 
in the IEEE 1547 working group will continue with an anticipated balloting in Q4 2016, 
publication in Q2 2017 and approval in 2018.  

  
Figure 5 – Smart Grid Roadmap 
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VI. Conclusion 
Pacific Power continues to develop a strategy to attain long-term goals for grid modernization 
and smart grid related activities to continually improve system efficiency, reliability, and safety, 
while providing a cost-effective service to customers. Pacific Power continues to monitor smart 
grid technologies and determine viability and applicability of implementation to the Company’s 
system. 
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Appendix A – Summary of Project Updates 
Project status and timeline is summarized in Table 3.  

Table 3 – Summary of Project Updates 

Topic Project Status Cost Benefit Future Actions and 
Timeline 

Dynamic Line 
Rating 

West-of-Populus Deployed.  
Evaluation 
ongoing 

Installed cost of $2.37m  
Ongoing engineering 
costs for evaluation 

Increased line capacity 
based on ambient weather 
conditions 

West-of-Populus project 
fully functional.  

Transmission 
synchrophasors 

Evaluation of model 
validation process 
(NERC MOD-033). 

In progress Ongoing engineering 
costs. Estimated costs of 
$67,000 per identified 

Improved planning 
dynamic model with actual 
system response data 

Model validation 
evaluation process; 
expected 2017. 

Centralized Energy 
Storage Assessment 

Washington Clean 
Energy Fund 2 

Cancelled Estimated installed cost 
of $10.1m for 8MWh 
BESS system  

Offset of T&D deferral, 
Improved reliability and 
resiliency. 

Project cancelled 

 DER Alternatives 
Template 

Complete Internal engineering costs 
to develop template 

Potential use of DER to 
offset or defer traditional 
transformer upgrade or 
replacement 

Deployed for use 
throughout Company. 

 Wapato Circuit 
Analysis 

Complete Internal engineering 
study costs 

Potential use of DER to 
offset or defer traditional 
system reinforcement 
project 

Additional details on 
analysis and cost 
comparisons provided in 
Appendix E. 

 Distribution 
Substation Metering 

Pilot $15k per meter. 
Ongoing $20 per month 
per meter for cellular 
connection 

Enhanced monitoring 
capabilities for increased 
visibility of loading and 
voltage levels on high 
DER penetration circuits 

Under evaluation; 
expected deployment by 
end of 2016. 

Communicating 
Faulted Circuit 
Indicators 

Cost-benefit analysis In progress Installed cost $40k  
(16 sites) 
Ongoing $15 per month 
per site for data  

Quantifiable reliability 
analysis of CFCI 
deployment 

Expected 2017. 
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SCADA integration Delayed 
deployment 

Estimated $55k for 
integration cost 

Improved visibility of fault 
and outage events for 
further analysis and 
potential reliability 
enhancement 

Dependent on Monarch 
implementation; expected 
2017. 

Distribution 
Automation and 
Reliability Analysis 

Walla Walla DA 
Pilot Project 

In Progress Estimated $60k for 
recloser installation. 
Communications and 
system integration 
scoping in progress 

Estimated 10-15% 
improvement in reliability 

Recloser installation in 
2016, communications 
and integration in 2017, 
and FDIR enabled in 
2018. 

Fuse Saving device 
deployment and 
SCADA integration. 

Complete.  
SCADA 
integration 
launched. 

$4000 per installed 
device 

80% reduction in MAIFI. 
Impact to other customers 
still under investigation 

Offered as standard device 
option. SCADA 
integration dependent on 
Monarch implementation; 
expected 2017. 

Feasibility of 
conducting study to 
determine DA device 
implementation 

In progress Estimated $30k per 
switching device. 
Additional costs, 
including 
communications and 
OMS integration, are 
being investigated. 
 

Improved reliability 
(SAIDI, SAIFI) and 
potential reduction in 
avoided CMI and CI costs. 
Based on 2016 reliability 
project costs, $26 per 
avoided CMI and $125 per 
avoided CI are thresholds 
for DA evaluation. 

Feasibility study will 
analyze reduction in 
SAIDI/SAIFI and 
associated costs. 
 

Circuit Analysis 
Software (CYME) 

Ongoing software 
deployment 

In progress Confidential and 
proprietary 

Improved customer load 
modeling and time series 
analysis to provide more 
accurate planning 
scenarios. Varied cost 
savings from potential 
enhanced utilization of 
existing assets. 
 

Complete integration 
expected by end of 2016. 
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Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure for 
Oregon Customers 

Implementation of 
Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure in 
Oregon 

In progress Confidential and 
proprietary 

Improved customer 
service, reduced O&M 
expenses, and provides 
platform for future Smart 
Grid applications. 
 

Anticipated project 
completion date 2019. See 
Table 2. 

Customer 
Communications 
and Programs 

Lessons learned 
from irrigation pilot 
program 

Complete N/A Potential increased 
participation in future 
irrigation pilot programs 
 

See Section IV.E.4. 

Customer web portal In progress Cost included in AMI 
total capital cost 

Allow customers to 
monitor and manage 
energy consumption  

Released with AMI 
project completion. See 
Table 2. 

Demand Response -  
Irrigation Load 
Control 

Initiation of pilot 
program in 
California and 
Oregon 

Active 
deployment 
in Oregon 

Confidential and 
proprietary. Aggregated 
costs may be available 
post-irrigation season. 

Reduced load during 
periods of peak demands 

California deployment 
expected 2017. 

Demand Response - 
Cool Keeper AC 
Direct Load Control 

Network upgrade 
complete 

Complete Confidential and 
proprietary 

Increased bandwidth and 
direct monitoring for 
enhanced situational 
awareness of real-time 
operations and resource 
availability 
 

No planned updates at this 
time. 

Smart Inverters Ongoing 
development of 
standards 

In progress Ongoing engineering 
costs 

Improved system stability 
and reliability with 
increasing levels of DER. 
 

Continued participation in 
workgroup. Publication of 
IEEE 1547 expected 
2018. 

Electric Vehicle 
Infrastructure 

Initiation of Oregon 
SB 1547-B - Clean 
Electricity and Coal 
Transition Plan 

In progress Ongoing engineering 
costs to develop 
Transportation 
Electrification proposal 

Development of programs 
and infrastructure 
necessary to provide 
power to electric vehicles 
 

Ongoing development and 
coordination with OPUC.  
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Initiation of Utah 
Senate Bill 115 - 
Sustainable 
Transportation and 
Energy Program 

In progress Ongoing engineering 
costs to develop proposal 

Reduced emissions from 
fossil-fuel plants and 
increased EV charging 
stations 

Ongoing development and 
coordination with Utah 
PSC. 
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Appendix B – Dynamic Line Rating  
Line flow, ratings, and conductor temperature for the Populus-Kinport 345 kV line on the West-of-Populus path are shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 – Dynamic Line Rating for West of Populus 
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Appendix C – Locations of Equipment for MOD-033 Requirement 
Locations considered for equipment to provide the data necessary to satisfy MOD-033 
requirement are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4 – Locations Identified for MOD-033 Requirement 

Pacific Power  Rocky Mountain Power 
Burns 90th South 
Dixonville 500 Ben Lomond 
Fry Camp Williams 
Hermiston Plant Clover 
JC Boyle Dave Johnston 
Klamath Co-Gen Emery 
Knott Goshen 
Leaning Juniper Huntington 
Malin Jim Bridger 
Meridian Midvalley 
Merwin Mona/Current Creek 
Pomona Heights Naughton 
Swift 1 Oquirrh 
Troutdale Pinto 
Union Gap Point of Rocks 
Wallula Populus 
Yale Red Butte 

 

Sigurd 
Spanish Fork 
Steel Mill/Lakeside 2 
Terminal 
Windstar 
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Appendix D – MOD-033 Model Validation 
Figure 7 shows the input PMU voltage data of actual system voltage compared against a power 
flow model. Figures 8 and 9 show the actual PMU data and model responses with respective 
validated and non-validated models. The combination of these comparisons, accompanied by 
guidelines for unacceptable results, is essential to satisfying the requirements. 

 
Figure 7 – PMU Input Data 
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Figure 8 – Actual PMU Data Validates Model 

 
Figure 9 – Actual PMU Data Invalidates Model 
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Appendix E – DER Example Template 
The following DER alternative solutions template was applied to the Wapato 5Y202 circuit: 
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Appendix F – Distribution Substation Metering Technical Requirements 
1) All installations will be engineered, prints issued, and as-builts processed. 
2) Meters will use existing current and potential transformers. 
3) Meters will use existing meter panel cutouts if available. Panel modification will be 

limited to hole drilling only. New panels or panel cutting will be avoided to control costs. 
4) There will also be a design available where no convenient panel space is available, 

possible using transducer only versions of available meters. 
5) The number of meter styles used will be held to a minimum to reduce training costs of 

meter and relay technicians. 
6) Spares for the meters purchased will be available in stores for long-term support. 
7) All meters will be configured to measure and record all three-phase quantities. 
8) For installation without all three potentials available the meter will have ability to 

simulate the missing phases. The provided phase can be any phase available. 
9) Meters will be configured so that that the recorded phases are consistent with system 

vectors. 
10) Installed stand-alone meters will be easily upgradable so that they can be incorporated 

into SCADA if it becomes available at the metering point. 
11) The meters will support DNP, 61850 Ethernet as well as have analog outputs. 
12) Meters will have available at least six analog outputs. 

a. Meters will read and store internally per phase: kW, kVAR, current, power factor, 
frequency, accumulated energy, harmonics, and recorded waveforms generated 
when programed limits are exceeded. 

b. Meters need to have the ability to record waveforms of all phases at the same 
time. 

13) Meters will have the ability to be read by cellular phone. 
14) Stand-alone meters will have the ability to store all quantities for one a least one year. 

This is in case they are read on a periodic basis (i.e. monthly, quarterly, or yearly). 
15) Ideally the meters would have an adjustable storage rate to allow for different storage 

rates bases upon the expected read interval. 
16) Meters will have the ability for live and periodic data reads to be moved into MV90 so 

they can be transferred into the SCHOOL PI database. 
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Appendix G – Washington Clean Energy Fund 2 Grant Application 
Washington Clean Energy Fund 2 Phase 1 application for Grandview BESS project: 
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Appendix H – Pacific Power Net Metering and Customer Generation 

Appendix H – Pacific Power Net Metering and Customer Generation 
Monthly net metering and customer generation report for July 2016: 
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